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C. Interpret According to Context 

a. Introductory Thoughts 

1. This is perhaps the most important of all the rules of interpretation, as it 

has been said, “Context is King.” 

2. Almost all false teaching results due to a failure to interpret according 

to context. 

3. It has been well said: “A text without a context is a pretext.” 

4.  Don’t let the chapter and verse divisions keep you from reading and 

interpreting in context! 

5. There are three main areas of context that need to be considered: The 

Immediate Context, the Context of the Book, and The Context of the 

Bible. 

6. Other important areas of context are Historical and Cultural contexts. 

7. Illustration: discouraged business man who turned to the Bible for 

guidance. He randomly opened the Book and point his finger on. Matt. 

27:5 – “and he…went and hanged himself.” Because the advice was 

too drastic he tried again and got Luke 10:37 – “Go, and do thou 

likewise.” Becoming frustrated, the man tried once more. He opened 

randomly to Jn. 13:27 – “that thou doest, do quickly.” 

 

b. ________________ Context 

1. The Immediate Context is the interpretation that will be discovered 

largely by the surrounding context. Nothing is better, nor more proper 

than to allow the author himself to explain what he means.  

Consider the following examples: 

a) In 1 Tim. 2:15, the word, saved, does not refer to spiritual 

salvation from the penalty of sin. The context of vs. 10-15, places 

the woman in the dilemma of not only being subject to her 

husband at home, but this subjection also extends into church 

ministry where she is not permitted to teach, nor usurp authority 

over the man. She may be delivered from this dilemma through 

childbearing. 

1.William Macdonald, “Childbearing here refers to the whole 

process of having children, teaching them, and raising them 

till they leave home. The woman will have her say through 

her grown children. Although it is true that no public 

ministry in the church is assigned to her, she does have an 

important ministry. God has decreed that woman's place is in 

the home, and more specifically in the ministry of raising 

children for the honor and glory of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

Think of the mothers of the leaders in the Christian church 

today! These women never mounted a public platform to 

preach the gospel, but in raising their children for God, they 
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have been truly saved as far as position and fruitfulness for 

God are concerned.” 

2. Another commentator said, “Paul is teaching that, even 

though a woman bears the stigma of being the initial 

instrument who led the race into sin, it is women through 

childbearing who may be preserved or freed from that stigma 

by raising a generation of godly children (cf. 1Tim. 5:10)… 

While a woman may have led the human race into sin, 

women have the privilege of leading many out of sin to 

godliness.” 

b) In Matt. 16:28, Jesus told some of his disciples that they would not 

die till they see him coming in His kingdom. Some have 

concluded that the millennium kingdom of Christ had begun in the 

first century because of this verse. This interpretation would 

demand a spiritualizing of all the Old Testament prophesies 

pertaining to the kingdom, for none of them have been fulfilled 

literally in the first century.   A better explanation is found in the 

following verses in Matt. 17:1-8, where Jesus took some of his 

disciples up a mountain and permitted them to view his 

transfiguration. Here they saw Jesus in all His glory, as they will at 

his second coming and in His kingdom. 

c) In Acts 16:31, some contention is raised as to whether “thy house” 

included little children. The context makes it clear that those in the 

gaoler’s house were old enough to hear the preaching of the 

Apostle Paul and personally believe the Gospel, Acts 16:30-34.  

d) In Matthew 19:30 Jesus said, “But many that are first shall be last; 

and the last shall be first.” At first glance this appears to imply that 

Peter and the disciples who have left all will be first in the 

kingdom. Surely they would receive benefits, and rewards. Yet 

considering the parable immediately following in 20:1-16 this is a 

warning to those who will compare what they will get for their 

sacrifices 19:27 Peter said, “Behold, we have forsaken all, and 

followed thee; what shall we have therefore?” Jesus perceiving 

Peter’s potential selfish comparing heart goes on to give a parable 

which teaches us to have a thankful attitude because the master 

always gives us better than what we deserve! Our motivation for 

service should not be our rewards. The lesson here is: Don’t let the 

chapter divisions deceive you! 

 

c. Context of _________________ 

1. This considers the setting and audience of the book. The context of the 

book helps us get into the shoes of the author on a larger scale. It gives 

us the scheme, design, and theme of a book.  

2. Tools: Bible Handbooks, Commentaries (background and setting 

sections), and John Phillips: Bible Explorer’s Guide, Pt 2. Ch. 1. 
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Consider the following examples: 

a) In the book of Ecclesiastes the theme is: Life under the sun. It 

records the Frustrations of living life apart from God. Its purpose 

is to show us the vanity and emptiness of life under the sun.  

1. Ecclesiastes 9:5-6 is one of the major proof texts of SDA’s 

and J.W.’s to teach soul sleep (the unconsciousness of the 

soul after death).  

2.For the living know that they shall die: but the dead know 

not any thing, neither have they any more a reward; for the 

memory of them is forgotten. Also their love, and their 

hatred, and their envy, is now perished; neither have they any 

more a portion for ever in any thing that is done under the 

sun. Ecclesiastes 9:5-6. How does this passage reconcile with 

Luke 16:19-31 (rich man and Lazarus)? 

3. Answer: Ecclesiastes is referring to man’s life “under the 

sun” in relation to this world – once a person dies – he knows 

nothing under the sun. He is disconnected from this life and 

on to the next. It’s not teaching us the doctrine of the afterlife 

and eternity. 

b) The book of Hebrews gives rise to much difficulty in 

interpretation. Many have come away with false teachings because 

of a misunderstanding of the setting and background to the book.  

However a proper understanding of the setting will help our 

interpretation of the book. 

1.William Macdonald: “The Letter was written to people of 

Jewish background. These Hebrews had heard the gospel 

preached by the apostles and others during the early days of 

the church, and had seen the mighty miracles of the Holy 

Spirit which confirmed the message. They had responded to 

the good news in one of three ways: 

1. Some believed on the Lord Jesus Christ and were 

genuinely converted. 

2. Some professed to become Christians, were 

baptized, and took their place in the local 

assemblies. However, they had never been born 

again by the Holy Spirit of God. 

3. Others flatly rejected the message of salvation.” 

2. Some of these Hebrews who had seen the power of the God 

and had come so close to salvation were at the crossroads. 

They would either repent forsaking Judaism and counting the 

cost of genuine conversion. Or they would apostatize leaving 

the true faith and going back to Judaism and being eternally 

damned.   

3. Now consider Hebrews 10:26-27 in light of the context of 

the book. Does this verse teach that one can lose their 
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salvation? Or does it present to us professing Judaizers on 

the brink of an apostasy?  

c) In 1 Corinthians we have specifically a corrective epistle where 

each chapter is basically dealing with a certain problem that was 

taking place in the church at Corinth.  

d) The book of Galatians is set in the context of “another gospel” 

specifically that of Judaism (Gal. 1:6-7). The Judaizers were 

seeking to draw back believers under the bondage of Law of 

Moses from which they had been made free (Gal. 4:9-10). They 

would claim that circumcision was necessary for salvation and 

also that keeping the Law of Moses will sanctify the believer (Gal. 

6:15; Gal. 2:16-21; Gal. 5:16-18, 22-23). These were two fallacies 

that Paul sought to address.  

e) The book of James was written to “brethren” (Jam. 1:2; 2:1; 3:1). 

It sets for the practical conduct of true believers in Jesus Christ. 

He was addressing people who would profess to be saved by faith 

but in actual fact they were lost. They had “religion” but not “true 

religion.” (1:27). They were “hearers” of the Word but not 

“doers.” (1:23-25). They say they had “faith” but they had no 

“works.” (2:17, 23, 26). They were hypocritical and partial in their 

judgement. (2:4, 6). James sharply challenges them concerning 

their sin. He concludes that their wisdom is not from above but 

rather is sensual, devilish wisdom (3:15) which comes from the 

heart of those who are spiritual adulterers and adulteresses (4:4). 

 

d. Context of the _________________ 

1. The context of the Bible interprets the Scriptures in light of what the 

whole of Scripture has teaches concerning a certain doctrine, topic or 

person. Jesus used this in Luke 24:27 – He Himself was the topic and 

He taught that topic in the context of what the whole Scripture said 

concerning Himself. 

Therefore when interpreting the Bible we need to consider what the 

rest of Scripture say concerning the passage we are studying. The 

Scriptures cannot contradict themselves and therefore all Scripture 

should work in harmony.  

Consider the following examples 

a) In 1 John 4:16 the Bible teaches that “…God is love…” Many use 

this passage today to teach that because He is love He wouldn’t 

send anyone to hell, neither would He punish sin. His love could 

never mean the eternal damnation of His creation. This conclusion 

is falsely drawn because of a failure to consider not only the 

context of the passage, but of the Bible. The Bible teaches us that 

God is love, yet He is also Holy, Just, the Judge, a Consuming 

Fire, and in the same epistle of 1 John: “God is light.”  
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b) In John 6:53, the literal rendering of the words of our Lord Jesus 

concerning eating his flesh and drinking his blood is completely 

out of harmony with the rest of Scripture. Cannibalism and the 

drinking of blood are expressly forbidden in Scripture, Gen. 9:1-7; 

Acts 15:20. 

c) Does Lk. 14:26 teach us that we are to hate people? When 

considering other Scriptures: Mat. 10:37; Eph. 6:1-2; 1 John 3:15; 

Luke 6:27 we see the meaning of “hate” in light of the context of 

the Bible. It refers to loving Christ preeminently, above all human 

relations. It is a love of comparison. Our love for others in 

comparison to our dedication to Christ ought to look like a form of 

“hatred.” 

 

Homework: 

 Reading and Quotations: Bible Explorers Guide, J. Phillips – Part 1 – Ch. 10 – 11 

 Interpret Hebrews 6:4-6 in light of the context of the passage, book, and Bible. 

Does this verse teach that a believer can lose his/her salvation? 

 

 

 

 

 


